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Pietra
VINYL TILES COLLECTION

About Us
Engineered Timber and Solid Hardwood.

At Wood Culture, we understand the importance of a good
foundation. It is with this basis and passion for product
quality and service that governs the way
Wood Culture operates. Our surfacing products provide
practical advantages in addition to realistic aesthetics.
To ensure that every client is confident and comfortable
with their selection, we are also committed to be involved
in every stage of the project and will provide relevant
information in the selection process, installation and
maintenance of the product. Led by a strong management
team with knowledgeable expertise in the building industry
for more than a decade, Wood Culture strives to provide
you with the professional service that you will need for
every residential or commercial project.
Wood Culture serves developers, architects, designers,
contractors and home owners.
Wood Culture is a subsidiary of Hafary Holdings Limited.

“

“

Wood Culture is Singapore’s expert in Vinyl Flooring,

Product Advantages

Quick & Easy Installation
The superior CLIC Locking System makes installation quick and effortless. It allows vinyl tiles to
click and lock together in place easily, ensuring the floor is secured and connected.

Water Resistant
Resistant to water, Pietra vinyl tiles can be installed where there is moisture without the worry
of the vinyl tiles warping or buckling.

Easy Maintenance
With a sealed top layer, Pietra vinyl tiles provide a hygienic surface that requires only low
maintenance. Cleaning is made effortless with these vinyl tiles!

Sound Reduction
The soft vinyl floor absorbs step noise, providing a quiet and comfortable walking experience.

Warm Flooring
Pietra vinyl tiles are warm to touch, and also soft to walk on. The comfortable surface structures
make them a joy to walk on, especially when barefoot!

Slip Resistant
With matt finish and true-to-life wood texture, Pietra vinyl floor offers an anti-slip surface that is
safe for you and your family.

Pet Proof
Pietra vinyl tiles are made with durable layers for superior protection against scratches. With
Pietra, you no longer need to worry about paws and claws!

Flame Retardant
Due to its outstanding resistance against fire, Pietra vinyl tiles are able to reduce the spread of
fire effectively.

Pietra

Inspired by the beauty of stone, Pietra vinyl tile
collection features authentic and realistic designs
that are ideal for every modern interior.

Vinyl Tiles

Stone Inspired

Marble Inspired

WCV375T

WHITE HOWLITE

WCV370T

PEBBLE WHITE

WCV376T

EMPERADOR BEIGE

WCV371T

NEUTRAL CRAG

WCV377T

GALAXY

WCV372T

SILVER ORE

WCV374T

BLACK MINERAL

WCV373T

ROCK GREY

DIMENSIONS: Length 601mm | Width 297mm | Thickness 5mm | Wear Layer 0.5mm
Images are indicative only.
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